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Executive Summary
If we...

DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTION

Description:

We will begin the school year training teachers and leaders on effective DDI practices. This will continue through monthly DDI meetings where teachers and

leaders do deep dives into all data and individual student data. This is used to plan next steps and reteach. Data is also discussed in the weekly coaching

meeting with the director of coaching and the individual teachers themselves. We will be building a data driven culture for this year and continuing and this

will guide the creation of our calendar and scheduling for the next school year.

RIGOROUS EVALUATIVE TOOL AND ALIGNED COACHING CYCLES
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Then we will address...

DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

Description:

We have inconsistently collaborate and support teachers with DDI to improve instructional practices and provided targeted supports for students. We were

not using data effectively to improve student achievement and growth.

EVALUATION TOOL AND RIGOROUS COACHING CYCLES

Description:

We had inconsistent evaluative practice for teachers and their learning cycles. Due to this there were not effective coaching cycles because there was

misalignment of teacher needs and instructional strategies.

Then we will change current trends for students

LITERACY & MATH STATUS

Description:

We saw a decrease on both ELA and Math status for most student groups and overall. We specifically focused on SOC and ELL, which have

under-performed compared to their peers.

LITERACY & MATH GROWTH

Description:

We saw a decrease in ELA and Math was stable however both remain under state expectations. Again focusing on the student groups of SOC and ELLs.

EARLY LITERACY

Description:
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We saw a decrease in students reading at grade level and an increase of students SBGL. This was a dramatic change from the previous school year.

Access the School Performance Framework here:http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance

Improvement Plan Information
Additional Information about the school

School Contact Information
 Eric  BruczName:  Director of Academics and CultureTitle:

 12000 E. 47th AveMailing Street:  Denver Colorado 80239Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(303) 574-1360  eric@academy-360.orgEmail:

 Becky  McLeanName:  Director- Wellness and OperationsTitle:

 12000 E. 47th AveMailing Street:  Denver Colordao 80239Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(303) 574-1360  rebecca@academy-360.orgEmail:

Narrative on Data Analysis and Root Cause Identification
Description of School Setting and Process for Data Analysis

OUR MISSION & VISION: At Academy 360, we are driven by the mission to serve students' minds, bodies, and characters so they may lead healthy and fulfilling

lives in school, college, and beyond. Our vision is to set a new precedent for how a school partners with the community. Through school-linked health services,

continually expanding our wraparound services, and growing to serve pre-natal through 5th grade — and eventually cradle to career — we seek to provide a

360-degree education. Our vision is to set a new precedent for how a school partners with community. 

DEMOGRAPHICS & POPULATION: Academy 360 is located in the Montbello neighborhood of Denver and serves approximately 215 students.  The school

responded to a demanding need from the community for 3-year-old seats in their preschool program and now serves ECE3 through 5  grade students. Seventy fiveth

percent of students qualify for free or reduced lunch (the school is experiencing a downward trajectory of this population over the last two school years),

approximately 35% are English Language Learners, 10% are students with Special Education needs, and over 90% of the student population are students of color. 

http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance
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Approximately 24% of students have experienced childhood trauma; their needs are being served through a more robust MTSS process as well as through trauma

informed practices, in which all staff are trained. 

LEADERSHIP & STAFF: The school’s Director has been with the school since its inception.  The previous Director of Academics & Culture departed at the end

of the 2018-2019 school year.  Through that transition year, the school hired an experienced instructional coach with over 20 years in education; she now serves in

the capacity of Director of Teaching & Learning and is primarily responsible for weekly coaching cycles with teachers, developing and implementing the

professional development calendar, all curriculum mapping and all data cycles.  Academy 360 prioritizes both social emotional learning and Tier II and Tier III

social emotional supports and hired a full-time School Psychologist this year (uncommon for a small school population).  Teacher retention has been a challenge

for the school over the last two years.  However, the school has hired its most experienced group of K-5 teachers in the school’s history, primarily because of its

commitment to recruiting mission-aligned staff and meeting the salary/benefits needs of its staff.

ASSESSMENTS, CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTIONAL MODES & CHOICES: Academy 360 uses Istation Math & Literacy as its formative assessments for all

grades K-5 and CMAS for Math & Literacy in grades 3  through 5 .  Additionally, English Language Learners are assessed through ACCESS; the preschoolrd th

program uses TS Gold and Istation (beginning January 2020).  The school uses a variety of curricula in its K-5 general education classrooms, including:

Benchmark Literacy, Engage NY Math, and EL Modules for Literacy; the preschool program uses the Creative Curriculum.  All students on Read Act Plans are

receiving instruction using both Istation and Reading Mastery curricula; English Language Learners receive their day 45-minute instruction using the EL Achieve

curriculum.  Students with Tier III academic needs are receiving instruction through Linda Mood Bell, LLI, Istation and Reading Mastery curricula.  Academy 360

created its own daily social emotional block, which includes elements from Positive Discipline, Random Acts of Kindness, and WIDA standards (to support the

multilingual learners).  The instructional practices of the K-5 classrooms include the Workshop model as well as data driven instructional centers, both with teacher

lead instruction and independent practice. We use a 2 Day Guided Reading Plus instructional model with reading on day 1 and writing on day 2. We focus our

Guided Reading objectives on our iStation data and that is also what we use to group students into differentiated, leveled groups. In addition, our guided reading

groups rely on LLI readers for the text and we use lexile scores from iStation along with running records to determine growth in reading for fluency. Students

receive an independent work part to extend the guided reading group practice once their group is completed along with working through iStation literacy on the

computer. 

PARTNER PROGRAMS: Academy 360 has formed the Montbello Collective by sharing its spaces with several community organizations, creating partnerships

and opportunities to share resources, serving both A360 families and the greater Montbello community.  Currently, Families Forward Resource Center, Montbello

Organizing Committee (MOC), Children’s Farms in Action, Colorado Black Arts Movement (C-BAM), Colorado Latino Leadership, Advocacy and Research
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Organization (CLLARO), Consumption Literacy and the Struggle of Love Foundation all live at 12000 East 47  Avenue.  Hundreds of Montbello residents andth

those serving Montbello have congregated and collaborated within the walls at A360 over the last couple years.  Given the school’s health and wellness efforts and

the evolution of the Collective, A360 is a featured destination on the ''walkable healthy living loop'' that the Montbello FreshLo project envisions and is coming to

life over the next three years.   What was once 20,000 square feet of asphalt on the west side of the property is now a haven for open, active playspaces and

accessible and free healthy foods.  Who says you need grass to grow food?  The school has 12 raised beds growing food in the spring and summer months; that

food is given to the weekly No Cost Grocery Program in partnership with Denver Food Rescue where hundreds of pounds of food is shared with community. 

Given the school’s health and wellness efforts and the evolution of the Collective, A360 is a featured destination on the ''walkable healthy living loop'' that the

Montbello FreshLo project envisions and is coming to life over the next 3-5 years.   What was once 20,000 square feet of asphalt on the west side of the property is

now a haven for open, active playspaces and accessible and free healthy foods.  The school has 12 raised beds growing food in the spring and summer months; that

food is given to the weekly No Cost Grocery Program in partnership with Denver Food Rescue where hundreds of pounds of food is shared with community.  This

school garden is a part of a greater school network in Montbello, seeking to create a local food system in the absence of a full service grocery store and while we

await the cultural hub to come to life in Montbello. 

GRANTS: The school is pursuing the ELAT grant this year for an additional form of data collection in addition to Istation.  The school has applied for the

Retaining Teachers Grant through CDE for the past two years and has been denied both years. 

ACCOUNTABILITY:  Academy 360 is a Title I school; the school has been identified for Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CS-5%) for its

2018-2019 academic data.  

SCHOOL CULTURE & CLIMATE: Academy 360’s small school community allows for deep, meaningful relationships amongst its students and the staff.   The

school is very proud of its classroom management system with positive narration, Positive Discipline, mindfulness and restorative practices as foundational pieces

within the system; the school falls far below the 3% threshold for in-school and out of school suspensions and seeks to keep students in classrooms while

maintaining safety for all.  The school’s student satisfaction has outpaced the district’s satisfaction rates for the last three years.  

FAMILY & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: In addition to the partner programs as outlined above, the school values every family that makes up its school

community. Many families share they choose Academy 360 because it feels like a family and that the school knows their child – both academic and social &

emotionally.  The school’s family satisfaction has outpaced the district’s satisfaction rates for the last three years.  
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In its first year, Academy 360 met or closely approached district and school goals in terms of academic growth and other SPF metrics (earning yellow,

one point from green). In its second year, academic growth decreased drastically due to school culture challenges; no SPF ratings were distributed this school year

due to the statewide transition to PARCC. In year three, Academy 360 implemented a reset with a new building, a new principal, and a new school culture.

 Academy 360 earned a green meets expectations on the SPF; a track record that the school seeks to maintain and improve. Academy 360 also made measurable

progress on its priority performance challenges from last year: school culture and literacy growth.

 

HISTORY OF SCHOOL STATUS: This year, the school was rated ''Accredited on Watch'' per Denver Public Schools' School Performance Framework (SPF); the

school was ranked as ''Meet Expectations'' the three school years prior. The school currently has a ''Priority Improvement Plan'' with CDE due to its lack of

performance on ELA achievement and growth scores for grades 3-5.  DPS awarded the school with a ''meets expectations'' status due in large part to its academic

success with Early Literacy growth measures and ACCESS scores for ELLs.   

UIP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS: Academy 360 has included several stakeholders in this UIP process, including: family members within Academy 360,

community members within the Montbello Collective, and a member within the School Data Support Team at Denver Public Schools. 

Prior Year Targets

Provide a summary of your progress in implementing the Major Improvement Strategies and if they had the intended effect on systems, adult actions,

and student outcomes (e.g. targets). 

Based on your reflection and evaluation, provide a summary of the adjustments that you will make for this year's plan. 

Current Performance

Overall DPS SPF Rating = Priority on Watch // Yellow

Current CMAS Targets: Increase CMAS MGP in Literacy from 42 to 50 and Math growth from 42.5 to 50.

Current Istation Target: Increase percentage of students proficient on Read Act assessment (Istation) from 42.9% to 75%.

CMAS Math 

Overall Status: 4.2% Students Met or Exceeded Expectations 
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Overall Growth: 42.5 MGP

3rd Grade Status: 7.4% Met or Exceeded 

3rd Grade Growth: N/A, FERPA

4th Grade Status: 6.7% Met or Exceeded 

4th Grade Growth: N/A, FERPA

5th Grade Status: 0% Met or Exceeded

5th Grade Growth: 29.5 MGP

7.1% of ELLs Met or Exceeded Expectations; 0% of FRL Students Met or Exceeded Expectations

46 MGP ELLs

CMAS ELA

Status: 9.7% Students Met or Exceeded Expectations 

Growth: 46 MGP

3rd Grade Status: 7.4% Met or Exceeded 

3rd Grade Growth: N/A, FERPA

4th Grade Status: 16.7% Met or Exceeded 

4th Grade Growth: N/A, FERPA

5th Grade Status: 4.3% Met or Exceeded 

5th Grade Growth: 43 MGP
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4.3% of ELLs Met or Exceeded Expectations; 11.1% of FRL Students Met or Exceeded Expectations

54.5 MGP ELLs

CMAS Science

Status: 0%

Growth: N/A, FERPA

Spring 2019 READ ACT Scores, Grades K-5 (Istation) 

School Wide- Student Significantly Below Grade Level

Fall – 34.3%

Midyear – 35.6%

Spring -29.6%

 

FRL Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19   2nd Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19

SBGL 37.30% 37.00% 31%   SBGL 47.10% 52.90% 35.30%

BGL 26.50% 25.90% 27.80%   BGL 29.40% 29.40% 29.40%

GL 36.10% 37% 40.50%   GL 23.50% 17.60% 35.30%

                 

ELL Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19   3rd Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19

SBGL 48.80% 46.30% 40%   SBGL 31.60% 31.60% 33%

BGL 25.60% 31.70% 34.20%   BGL 31.30% 21.10% 5.60%

GL 25.60% 22% 26.30%   GL 36.80% 47.40% 61.10%
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SOC Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19   All Grades Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19

SBGL 36.00% 36.50% 33.70%   SBGL 34.30% 35.60% 29.60%

BGL 31.50% 24.70% 28.90%   BGL 31.40% 24.80% 27.60%

GL 32.60% 38.80% 37.30%   GL 34.30% 39.60% 42.90%

                 

Kinder Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19          

SBGL 36.80% 36.10% 31.40%          

BGL 31.60% 30.60% 34.30%          

GL 31.60% 33.30% 34.30%          

                 

1st Fall 2018 Mid-18 Spring 19          

SBGL 25.80% 27.60% 21.40%          

BGL 32.30% 17.20% 32.10%          

GL 41.90% 55.20% 46.40%          

ACCESS 

MGP - 28

On Track – 57.1%

ATTENDANCE

89.88% 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

 = MEETSPARENT & STUDENT ENGAGEMENT & SATISFACTION

Student Satisfaction Survey Positive Response - MEETS

Parent Satisfaction and Engagement Survey Positive Response - MEETS

Attendance Rate - APPROACHING

WHOLE CHILD SUPPORTS

100% of students receive at least one hour of physical activity each day

100% of students are offered at least four different fruits and vegetables each day

100% of students have at least one adult they can depend on

100% of students receive Tier I social emotional supports

30% of students receive Tier II and Tier III social emotional supports

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), establishing healthy behaviors during childhood is easier and more effective than trying to change

unhealthy behaviors during adulthood. Academy 360 plays an influential role in promoting the health and safety of young people and helping them establish

lifelong healthy behavior patterns. These healthy behaviors help students learn better!

The CDC recently expanded upon its Coordinated School Health (CSH) approach to now reflect 10 components within a new model called Whole School,

Whole Community, Whole Child (WSCC). Our Director of Wellness & Operations implements this model at Academy 360 in partnership with our WSCC

team. Read more below about how Academy 360 implements each WSCC component:

: Health Education Each week, Academy 360 students receive a Health Education lesson using Health Smart, a health education curriculum aligned

to the Colorado Health Standards.

Health Services:  Academy 360 surveys each family every year to understand their current medical needs so they can help make sure every child has

medical coverage. Academy 360 provides well-child visits, oral examinations, vaccinations, and other preventative care services through a partnership

with its school based health center (only four miles away) and through mobile healthcare available on campus. The school also provides a nurse one

day a week for its small student population. 

 Physical Education & Physical Activity:  Students at Academy 360 participate in at least 60 minutes of physical activity daily, which is the daily

recommendation of physical activity for children set by the Department of Health & Human Services. Academy 360 has 30 minute recess periods and

students receive Physical Education five days a week (45 minutes M-Th; 30 minutes on Fridays). 
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4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

Nutrition Environment & Services:  Academy 360 offers a daily salad bar to students, which includes at least two fruits and two vegetable

selections. In addition, the school is a part of Denver Public School’s Fresh Fruits & Vegetable Snack Program, which allows students to receive

another serving of fruit or vegetable every afternoon. All adults in the building follow the students’ food policy and often eat the same lunch as their

students!  Additionally, through our partnerships with Children’s Farms in Action, Montbello Organizing Committee and Consumption Literacy, the

school has its own mini-farm producing fruits and vegetables.  The school’s garden is a part of a larger small food system of local schools in the

Montbello community.  The school also composts almost all of its waste through the Nearly Zero Project – the FIRST in its kind in DPS.  The cafeteria

trashcan is the size of a cereal box!

Counseling, Psychological, & Social Services:  Academy 360 has a School Psychologist on staff FIVE days a week (this is a rarity in elementary

schools) to play an integral role in the school’s MTSS process, working with students one or one or in small group settings. In partnership with DU’s

School of Social Work, two graduate students in social work supports students 20 hours a week; the school also has the Child and Family Trauma of

Denver here one day a week for student support.  All students receive Tier I social emotional supports during their daily Crew block (social emotional

learning); approximately 30% of students receive Tier II and Tier III social emotional support services.  Additionally, the school keeps an updated

resource guide of services for its families, including: mental health services, housing and food assistance, medical and dental services, childcare and

more.  

Physical Environment: Although in a unique facility, A360's facility is clean, filled with natural light, has lots of trees within view of many

classrooms and is extremely secure. 

Employee Wellness: Academy 360’s teachers and staff model healthy behaviors and choices for each other and their students. The school’s Director

of Wellness & Operations supports employees through any behavior changes they seek to improve their own health. Additional staff wellness includes:

following the students’ food policy (think water, healthy snacks, no junk food, etc.), participating in Wellness Wednesday, quarterly wellness

programming, and engaging in active staff retreats such as a mountain retreat and bowling.

Family Engagement:  Academy 360 has an open door policy with their families; teachers and leadership staff are in communication with families on

a weekly to bi-weekly basis. In addition to three family conferences, the school has an active PTA and hosts monthly family meetings, which is an open

forum style conversation in which families can converse with members of leadership, ask questions, offer feedback, and more.

Community Engagement:  Academy 360 is proud to house 7 different community partners within its facility, all of which positively contribute to the

Montbello community or offer wraparound services to its families.  We are an exemplar when it comes to modeling what a community collective truly

can look like as we are a placemaker in the Montbello community.
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10.  Social & Emotional School Climate:  Our classroom management system is grounded in three foundational pieces: relationship building with adults

and their peers, Positive Discipline and Random Acts of Kindness. 

 

Trend Analysis

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

The overall % Met or Exceeded on CMAS ELA increased then decreased from 2017-2019 (10%, 27%, 23.8%) and it is lower than the District (42.8%) and Network

(35.8%) averages.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Overall CMAS Math status saw an increase then decrease form 2017-2019 (1.5%, 8.5%, 5.8%). This is notable because it is well below state expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

READ Act data shows an increased in the % of students SBGL between 2017 to 2019 (15.3%, 17.2%, 29.6%).

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

READ Act data shows an increase in the % of students grade-level and above between 2017 and 2018, but a decrease between 2018 and 2019 (60.4%, 64.7%, 42.9%).
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 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

The growth on CMAS ELA saw an increase then decrease from 2017-2019 (35 MGP, 66.5 MGP, 46 MGP). This is notable because it went back below the state

expectation.

 Decreasing then stableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Overall CMAS Math growth decreased then increased from 2017-2019 (45.5, 42, 42.5). This is notable because this is lower then district and state expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 English Language Development and AttainmentPerformance Indicator Target:

Students taking ACCESS have seen a decrease in growth from 2017-2019 (64.5 MGP, 43 MGP, 28 MGP). This is notable because it is lower then district and state

expectations.

 Decreasing then increasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Student EngagementPerformance Indicator Target:

Community engagement is high and steady, the Parent Satisfaction saw a decrease then increase form 2017-2019 (90.9%, 83.7%, 92.7%) of positive responses. This is

notable because it meets DPS expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Student EngagementPerformance Indicator Target:

Student satisfaction has seen a steady increase from 2017-2019 ( 79.9%, 85.4%, 89.5%) of positive responses and is only .5% away from meeting.
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 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

ELLs saw an increase then decrease on CMAS ELA from 2017-2019 (14%, 31%, 17%) This is notable because it is below expectations and below overall school

performance. N size too small for growth

 Increasing then stableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

SOC saw an increase then was stable on CMAS Math from 2017-2019 (4.2%, 10.4%, 8.9%) This is notable because it is below expectations and below overall school

performance. SOC saw similar trend in growth.

 StableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

ELLs have remained stable on CMAS Math from 2017-2019 (7%, 8%, 6%) This is notable because it is below expectations and below overall school performance. N size

too small for groth

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

SOC saw an increase then decrease on CMAS ELA from 2017-2019 (9.9%, 22.7%, 17./9%) This is notable because it is below expectations and below overall school

performance. Growth saw similar trends.

 StableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Student BehaviorPerformance Indicator Target:

The school had 0 out of school suspensions from 2017-2019.
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Priority Performance Challenges and Root Causes

Priority Performance Challenge: Literacy & Math Status

We saw a decrease on both ELA and Math status for most student groups and overall. We specifically focused on SOC and ELL, which have

under-performed compared to their peers.

Root Cause: Data Driven Instructional Practices

We have inconsistently collaborate and support teachers with DDI to improve instructional practices and provided targeted supports for students. We

were not using data effectively to improve student achievement and growth.

Root Cause: Evaluation Tool and Rigorous Coaching Cycles

We had inconsistent evaluative practice for teachers and their learning cycles. Due to this there were not effective coaching cycles because there was

misalignment of teacher needs and instructional strategies.

Priority Performance Challenge: Literacy & Math Growth

We saw a decrease in ELA and Math was stable however both remain under state expectations. Again focusing on the student groups of SOC and ELLs.

Root Cause: Data Driven Instructional Practices

We have inconsistently collaborate and support teachers with DDI to improve instructional practices and provided targeted supports for students. We

were not using data effectively to improve student achievement and growth.

Root Cause: Evaluation Tool and Rigorous Coaching Cycles

We had inconsistent evaluative practice for teachers and their learning cycles. Due to this there were not effective coaching cycles because there was

misalignment of teacher needs and instructional strategies.

Priority Performance Challenge: Early Literacy

We saw a decrease in students reading at grade level and an increase of students SBGL. This was a dramatic change from the previous school year.

Root Cause: Data Driven Instructional Practices

We have inconsistently collaborate and support teachers with DDI to improve instructional practices and provided targeted supports for students. We

were not using data effectively to improve student achievement and growth.

Root Cause: Evaluation Tool and Rigorous Coaching Cycles
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We had inconsistent evaluative practice for teachers and their learning cycles. Due to this there were not effective coaching cycles because there was

misalignment of teacher needs and instructional strategies.

Magnitude of Performance Challenges and Rationale for Selection:

The school needs to make greater, swifter gains amongst English Language Learners, Students of Color, Students with Disabilities and Students with

FRL status.  These students historically have been harder to serve and the school needs to prioritize these groups year after year until education equity

has increased. 

Additional Narrative / Conclusion

Academy 360 needs to leverage its data driven cycles, teacher coaching cycles, feedback loops, and effective evaluation system to move student

data amongst its most in need student groups.  If these practices are used with fidelity, academic growth and achievement will come in the next 18-24

months.   In the first year, the school seeks to meet the MGP of Denver Public Schools (50); in the second year, we will set more rigorous and

aspirational goals for growth AND performance after reflecting if any of the action plans do not prove fruitful. 

Action Plans
Planning Form

Data Driven Instruction

What will success look like: We will begin the school year training teachers and leaders on effective DDI practices. This will continue through monthly DDI meetings

where teachers and leaders do deep dives into all data and individual student data. This is used to plan next steps and reteach. Data is also discussed in the weekly

coaching meeting with the director of coaching and the individual teachers themselves. We will be building a data driven culture for this year and continuing and this will

guide the creation of our calendar and scheduling for the next school year.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: Research has shown that using data in instructional decisions can lead to

improved student performance (Wayman, 2005; Wayman, Cho, & Johnston, 2007; Wohlstetter, Datnow, & Park, 2008). No single assessment can tell educators all they

need to know to make well-informed instructional decisions, so researchers stress the use of multiple data sources. Generally, schools collect enormous amounts of data
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on students’ attendance, behavior, and performance, as well as administrative data and perceptual data from surveys and focus groups. But when it comes to improving

instruction and learning, it’s not the quantity of the data that counts, but how the information is used (Hamilton et al., 2009).

http://www.sedl.org/pubs/sedl-letter/v22n02/using-data.html

Associated Root Causes:

Data Driven Instructional Practices:

We have inconsistently collaborate and support teachers with DDI to improve instructional practices and provided targeted supports for students. We were not

using data effectively to improve student achievement and growth.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Six Week Data

Cycles

The school will create six week data cycles, aligning with

formative assessments and Read Act requirements.

08/30/2019

08/30/2019

Quarterly

School Directors

Monthly Data

Meetings

School directors will look at data monthly, identifying student

groups that need intervention.

10/01/2019

05/29/2020

Monthly

Schools Directors

Data Discussions

The Director Data of Teaching & Learning will meet with teachers

weekly to discuss data driven instructions and centers, looking

specifically at targeted student groups.

10/01/2019

05/29/2020

Weekly

School Directors and Teachers

English Language

Learners Remedy

Track with fidelity all evidence as it relates to the service plan for

English Language Learners as this student group is one most

highest in need.

10/15/2019

05/29/2020

Monthly

Director of Teaching & Learning,

Teachers
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& Service Plan

Data Discussion

with Community

Meet with community partners and families to present data for

accountability purposes.

01/06/2020

05/28/2021

Quarterly

Director of Wellness & Operations

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Rigorous Evaluative Tool and Aligned Coaching Cycles

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: In response to this “relevance problem,” a new kind of support system is

emerging. Aimed at bridging the gap between formal professional development and classroom implementation, instructional coaching has captured the attention of

scholars and practitioners nationwide as a promising strategy for professional learning (Stein & D’Amico, 2002; Neufeld & Roper, 2003; Stein, Hubbard, & Mehan, 2004;

Hubbard, Mehan, & Stein, 2006; Marsh, Kerr, Ikemoto, Darilek, Suttorp, Zimmer, Barney, 2005; Gallucci, Boatright, Lysne, & Swinnerton, 2005; Mangin & Stoelinga,

2008). Here, coaching is based on the assumption that “close and continuing attention from an outsider, who brings new ideas and fresh eyes to the site of reform, can

help school-based educators re-imagine, redesign, and renew their practice” in ways that improve the quality of all students’ learning (Marzolf, 2006).

https://www.k-12leadership.org/sites/default/files/kappan_article1.pdf

Associated Root Causes:

Evaluation Tool and Rigorous Coaching Cycles:

We had inconsistent evaluative practice for teachers and their learning cycles. Due to this there were not effective coaching cycles because there was

misalignment of teacher needs and instructional strategies.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status
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A360 Teacher

Effectiveness Tool

The school created its own research based effectiveness tool.
06/03/2019

07/31/2019
Director of Teaching & Learning

Curriculum Map

Tool

A360 will provide each teacher with its standards aligned

curriculum map.

08/01/2019

08/01/2019

Teachers, Director of Teaching &

Learning

Returning Teacher

Expectations

By November 2019, the instructional walk-through indicates 80%

of returning teachers show “meets expectations” on the school’s

instructional priority rubric/look fors.

08/19/2019

11/01/2019
Teachers

New Teacher

Expectations

By November 2019, the instructional walk-through indicates that

80% of new teachers show “beginning proficiency” on the school’s

instructional priority rubric/look fors.

08/19/2019

11/01/2019
Teachers

Teacher

Expectations

By November 2019, the teacher observation tracker indicates

90% of action steps are aligned to school instructional priorities.

08/19/2019

11/01/2019
Teachers

Teacher

Evaluation Master

Calendar

The school has created a master calendar in which all teachers

have scheduled observations and feedback loops approximately

three times a month.

09/16/2019

05/29/2020

Weekly

Director of Teaching & Learning
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Teacher

Evaluation

All teachers at Academy 360 are evaluated three times a year, on

their academic instruction, professionalism, and mission/vision

alignment. 80% of staff report that they receive coaching and

support that positively impacts their instruction as measured by

the internal survey.

10/01/2019

05/29/2020

Quarterly

School Directors

Teacher

Expectations

By March 2020, the instructional walk-through indicates 95% of

returning teachers show “meets expectations” on the school’s

instructional priority rubric/look fors.

11/01/2019

03/13/2020
Teachers

Standards Aligned

Instruction

By February 2020, a stack audit shows that 100% of tasks are

standard-aligned and meet rigor criteria as defined by Doyle (i.e.

risk and ambiguity).

11/01/2019

02/28/2019
Teachers

Teacher

Reflection - Fall

Semester

4. By mid-December, staff are self-assessing that their

instructional coaching is helping them make growth in the school’s

instructional strategies as indicated in the school’s survey.

12/02/2019

12/20/2019

Quarterly

Teacher Retention

A360 will retain 75% of its effective teachers, as demonstrated

through the effectiveness tool.

02/03/2020

03/22/2019
School Directors

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

School Target Setting

   Priority Performance Challenge : Literacy & Math Status
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   Priority Performance Challenge : Literacy & Math Status

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Achieve 35% or more on CMAS met/exceeds Literacy status. Achieve 25% or more on CMAS met/exceeds Math

status.

2020-2021: Achieve 45% or more on CMAS met/exceeds Literacy status. Achieve 30% or more on CMAS met/exceeds Math

status.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

   Priority Performance Challenge : Literacy & Math Growth

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Increase CMAS MGP in Literacy from 46 to 50 and Math growth from 42.5 to 50.

2020-2021: Increase CMAS MGP in Literacy from 50 to 60 and Math growth from 50 to 55.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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2019-2020: Increase # of students proficient on Read Act assessment (Istation) from 42.5% to 55%

2020-2021: Increase # of students proficient on Read Act assessment (Istation) from 55% to 75%

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

   Priority Performance Challenge : Early Literacy

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Kindergarten will attain 75% proficiency in Literacy; 60% proficiency in Math.

2020-2021: Kindergarten will attain 75% proficiency in Literacy; 65% proficiency in Math.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Students reading at or above GL will increase to 63%. 1st grade will increase to 60%, 2nd grade will increase to

75%, 3rd will increase to 55%.

2020-2021: Students reading at or above GL will increase to 75%. 1st grade will increase to 75%, 2nd grade will increase to

75%, 3rd will increase to 80%.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020: Istation is given monthly to progress monitor.

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: The MGP of English Language Learners will increase from 28 to 40 as determined by the ACCESS testing.

2020-2021: The MGP of English Language Learners will increase from 40 to 50 as determined by the ACCESS testing.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

  English Language Development and Attainment   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Percentage of English Language Learner students "on track" on ACCESS trajectory will increase from 57.1% to

65%.

2020-2021: Percentage of English Language Learner students "on track" on ACCESS trajectory will increase from 65% to 75%.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020:

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS


